
 
 

Mike DeWine, Governor 
Paolo DeMaria, Superintendent of Public Instruction 

 

      May 22, 2020 

 

Dear Superintendent, 

 

Thank you for submitting the Triad Local Reading Achievement Plan. The submitted 

plan is compliant with Ohio Administrative Code 3301-56-02. The Ohio Department 

of Education is committed to working with districts to raise student achievement in 

reading. Please find below feedback associated with the district’s submitted Reading 

Achievement Plan. 

 

Strengths of the Reading Achievement Plan: 

• This plan shows evidence of the use of the Ohio Improvement Process team 

structures to support data analysis across systems.  

• This plan includes a professional development plan that supports the 

implementation and analysis of curriculum to support phonemic awareness 

instruction. 

  

This plan will benefit from: 

• Considering how current progress monitoring tools assess the foundational 

skills of literacy.   

• Including family engagement opportunities to foster literacy engagement at 

home. 

 

In January 2020, the Department published the revised version of Ohio’s Plan to 

Raise Literacy Achievement. This plan articulates a state literacy framework aimed at 

promoting proficiency in reading, writing and communication for all learners. It is 

driven by scientific research and encourages a professional movement toward 

implementing data-based, differentiated and evidence-based practices in all manners 

of educational settings. We encourage district and school teams to review the state 

plan and contact the Department or State Support Team for professional learning 

opportunities aimed at implementing this plan in districts and schools across Ohio. 

 

The district’s Reading Achievement Plan and this memo will be posted on the Ohio 

Department of Education’s website. If the district revises the Reading Achievement 

Plan and would like the revised plan to be posted to the Department’s website, the 

revised plan and this request must be sent to readingplans@education.ohio.gov. 
 

Sincerely, 
 

 

Melissa Weber-Mayrer, Ph.D. 

Director, Office of Approaches to Teaching and Professional Learning 
 

 

 

https://education.ohio.gov/getattachment/Topics/Learning-in-Ohio/Literacy/Ohios-Plan-to-Raise-Literacy-Achievement.pdf.aspx?lang=en-US
https://education.ohio.gov/getattachment/Topics/Learning-in-Ohio/Literacy/Ohios-Plan-to-Raise-Literacy-Achievement.pdf.aspx?lang=en-US
mailto:readingplans@education.ohio.gov
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SECTION 1: DISTRICT LEADERSHIP TEAM MEMBERSHIP, DEVELOPMENT PROCESS AND 
PLAN FOR MONITORING IMPLEMENTATION 
Section 1, Part A: Leadership Team Members  
Insert a list of all leadership team members, roles, and contact information.  

Name Title/Role Location Email 

Morgan Fagnani  Director of Curriculum  District Office  fagnanim@triadk12.org  

Lee Claypool Elementary Principal  Elementary  claypooll@triadk12.org  

Michele Peters  Director of Student Services  District Office  petersm@triadk12.org  

Meredith Ford  Literacy Coach  Elementary  fordm@triadk12.org  

Shari Dixon  Title Teacher  Elementary  dixon@triadk12.org  

 

Section 1, Part B: Developing, Monitoring and Communication the Reading Achievement Plan  
Describe how the district leadership team developed the plan and how the team will monitor and communicate the plan.  

The Triad Local Schools Reading Achievement Plan Development Team was assembled by the Curriculum Director and 
Elementary Principal, who were also members on the team. The special education director also served. Additionally, Triad 
Elementary Literacy Coach and Title teacher were included. Once a draft of the plan was complete, it was taken to the 
Elementary Literacy Leadership Team for final discussions. The Literacy Leadership Team is comprised of 1-2 teachers 
per grade level, as well as, the Curriculum Director and Principal. Once the plan was approved by the development team, 
as well as, the Literacy Leadership Team, it was shared with the Administrative Team  

(Superintendent, Technology Director, Treasurer, and Operations Director) and the Elementary Building Leadership Team 
(grade-level representatives).  

Additionally, this plan was shared with Triad Local’s Community Network, which is comprised of business leaders in the 
community, as well as, the Triad Board of Education. The plan was discussed at length in Curriculum meetings held 
between the Curriculum Director and two members of the board.  

In terms of monitoring the plan, the original members will track the progress as the year moves forward. All additional 
committees described above will be updated on the progress and success of the defined goals.  

SECTION 2: ALIGNMENT BETWEEN THE READING ACHIEVEMENT PLAN AND OVERALL 
IMPROVEMENT EFFORTS  
Describe how the Reading Achievement Plan is aligned to and supports the overall continuous improvement efforts of the 
district or community school. Districts and community schools required to develop improvement plans or implement 
improvement strategies, as required by Ohio Revised Code 3302.04 and 3302.10 or any other section of the ORC, must 
ensure the Reading Achievement Plan is aligned with other improvement efforts.  

Although Triad Local Schools is not part of the Ohio Improvement process, many of the structures and strategies are 
currently used to increase communication and strategic decision-making. Our team worked to mirror the academic goals 
already defined in the district so that it is a common effort/focus between the Reaching Achievement Plan team, and the 
other buildings in the district.   
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In addition to the alignment between the Reading Achievement Plan and the Ohio Improvement Process, we have 
incorporated other opportunities for more meaningful crossover. Many of the following meetings/groups were already 
identified and working within the district, we have just made it a point to include them in the execution and development of 
the plan:  

• Weekly report from Title regarding interventions being covered and intervention goals  

• Literacy/Title- meet twice monthly to discuss intervention, data on students, whether prescribed interventions are 
working and what to do when intervention are not working   

• Literacy/Grade Level meetings- increased use of fidelity checks on goals and implementation of best practice  

• Portrait of a Graduate- district level discussions on the assets that we would like to see in our Triad graduates. 

SECTION 3: WHY A READING ACHIEVEMENT PLAN IS NEEDED IN OUR DISTRICT  
Section 3, Part A: Analysis of Relevant Learner Performance Data  
Insert an analysis of relevant student performance data from sources that must include, but are not limited to, the English 
language arts assessment prescribed under ORC 3301.0710 (grades 3-8), the Kindergarten Readiness Assessment, 
reading diagnostics (required for grades K-3 under the Third Grade Reading Guarantee) and benchmark assessments, as 
applicable.  

KINDERGARTEN READINESS ASSESSMENT  

  2017-2018  2018-2019  2019-2020  

Emerging Readiness  11 (21%)  13 (22%)  5 (11%)  

Approaching Readiness  30 (58%)  27 (45%)  26 (56%)  

Demonstrating Readiness  11 (21%)   20 (33%)  15 (33%)  

Total  52  60  46  

 

Item Analysis of KRA Data:  

2017-2018  

In an analysis of the KRA data, the top three strengths exhibited by our students were:  naming verbs, naming nouns, and 
using prepositions.  The three most critical weaknesses exhibited by our students were: making letters sounds, the 
identification of rhyming words, and the identification of beginning sounds.   

2018-2019  

In an analysis of the KRA data, the top three strengths exhibited by our students were: the identification of rhyming words, 
the naming of letters and the use of prepositions.  The three most critical weaknesses exhibited by our students were: the 
identification of beginning sounds, using the cover of a book to make predictions, and answering questions about the 
details of a story.   

2019-2020  

In an analysis of the KRA data, the top three strengths exhibited by our students were:  naming verbs, naming nouns, and 
using prepositions.  The three most critical weaknesses exhibited by our students were: making letters sounds, the 
identification of rhyming words, and the identification of beginning sounds.  
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KRA DATA ANALYSIS FINDINGS:  

A holistic overview of these findings does not readily reveal emerging patterns of both strengths and 
weaknesses.  However, in a comparison of the 2017-2018 and 2019-2020 data, the areas of strength 
and weakness are exactly the same.  While these KRA data points alone would not allow for the 
assumption that these areas of weakness are the areas upon which efforts of intervention need to 
focus, the complementary data contained in other areas of Triad’s RAP and the foundational 
importance of these skills  

do indicate these are the skills paramount for our students’ future reading success and the ones upon 
which intensive interventions will be focused.  

RIMP HISTORY  

 2017-2018 2018-2019 2019-2020* 

 On Track Off Track On Track Off Track On Track Off Track 

Kindergarten 31 23 28 30 13 34 

First 47 8 45 13 12 45 

Second 38 21 38 21 21 29 

Third 26 43 36 17 33 27 

# of 3rd Grade 

RIMP 

Deductions 

1 3 Will not know until June 2020 

*Change in assessment from 2018-2019 to 2019-2020  

RIMP History Data Analysis Findings:  

During Fall 2017 to Spring 2019 we used STAR to identify on-track and off-track students. Across K-
3, any student under 40% would be considered off-track. While using STAR, first grade seemed to 
identify lower numbers each year. This became a problem when the numbers increased significantly 
each year once students moved to second grade. During the 2019-2020 school year, we used iReady 
to identify students needing RIMPS. With the addition of our new assessment, we have identified 
more students in the off-track category. With the addition of more RIMPS, we need to do a better job 
of progress monitoring and using data to intervene and enrich when necessary.  

RENAISSANCE STAR, 2017-2018  
Fall 2017  

  EARLY LITERACY    

Kindergarten  %  First Grade  %  Second Grade  %  

0-19 Percentile  5%  0-9 Percentile  3%  0-9 Percentile  30%  

20-39th Percentile  14%  10-24th Percentile  10%  10-24th Percentile  30%  

40-54th Percentile  14%  25-39th Percentile  6%  25-39th Percentile  40%  

55th+ Percentile  67%  40th+ Percentile  81%  40th+ Percentile  0%  
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   STAR READING    

First Grade % 
Second 
Grade 

% 
Third 
Grade 

% 
Fourth 
Grade 

% 

0-9 

Percentile 
0% 

0-9 

Percentile 
5% 

0-9 

Percentile 
17% 

0-24th 

Percentile 
28% 

10-24th 

Percentile 
10% 

10-24th 

Percentile 
19% 

10-24th 

Percentile 
17% 

25-49th 

Percentile 
28% 

25-39th 

Percentile 
0% 

25-39th 

Percentile 
13% 

25-39th 

Percentile 
13% 

50-74th 

Percentile 
19% 

40th+ 

Percentile 
90% 

40th+ 

Percentile 
63% 

40th+ 

Percentile 
53% 

40th+ 

Percentile 
25% 

  

Fall 2018  

  EARLY LITERACY    

Kindergarten  %  First Grade  %  Second Grade  %  

0-19 Percentile  1%  0-9 Percentile  2%  0-9 Percentile  100%  

20-39th Percentile  11%  10-24th Percentile  7%  10-24th Percentile  0%  

40-54th Percentile  23%  25-39th Percentile  7%  25-39th Percentile  0%  

55th+ Percentile  65%  40th+ Percentile  84%  40th+ Percentile  0%  
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First Grade % 
Second 
Grade 

% 
Third 
Grade 

% 
Fourth 
Grade 

% 

0-9 

Percentile 
0% 

0-9 

Percentile 
15% 

0-9 

Percentile 
7% 

0-24th 

Percentile 
34% 

10-24th 

Percentile 
0% 

10-24th 

Percentile 
10% 

10-24th 

Percentile 
15% 

25-49th 

Percentile 
27% 

25-39th 

Percentile 
13% 

25-39th 

Percentile 
25% 

25-39th 

Percentile 
30% 

50-74th 

Percentile 
16% 

40th+ 

Percentile 
88% 

40th+ 

Percentile 
51% 

40th+ 

Percentile 
46% 

40th+ 

Percentile 
23% 

    
**Early 

Literacy 
2%   

 

STAR Data Analysis Findings:  

With the STAR assessment, there are two forms; Early Literacy and STAR Reading.  Students 
begin in Kindergarten with the Early Literacy assessment.  Once a student reaches a scaled score 
of 575, they are moved from the Early Literacy Assessment to STAR Reading.  The student data 
you see for Early Literacy in second grade is coming from SWD.   

Our Early Literacy data showed relatively consistent scores in kindergarten and first grade between  

the fall of 2017 and the fall of 2018.  Our students’ data increases between grade levels from the fall 
of Kindergarten to the fall of first grade.  This analysis information does not include second grade 

due to the low number of SWD students taking the Early Literacy assessment.   

When analyzing STAR Reading, the data showed a decrease in student achievement.  Not only did we see a decrease in 
students scores within each grade level from the fall of 2017 to the fall of 2018, we also saw a decrease in student scores 
from grade level to grade level in both school years.  This data indicates by the fall of their 3rd grade year, only 
approximately 50% of our students have reached the 40th percentile of higher.   

The Early Literacy and STAR Reading assessment analysis shows our students are more successful with early literacy 
skills, which include literacy skills as well as basic math.  Our students’ achievement drops once the diagnostic assess 
higher reading skills.  
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Curriculum Associates iReady, 2019-2020  
Based on Fall 2019 Diagnostic  

  Phonological Awareness  
 

Phonics  
 

  
2 Grade  

Levels Below  

1 Grade Level  

Below  

On Grade  

Level  

2 Grade  

Levels Below  

1 Grade Level  

Below  

On Grade  

Level  

Kindergarten  n/a  51%  49%  n/a  79%  21%  

Grade 1  16%  44%  40%  7%  74%  19%  

Grade 2  8%  4%  88%  22%  48%  30%  

Grade 3  2%  0%  98%  37%  7%  57%  

Grade 4  2%  0%  98%  32%  3%  64%  

Grade 5  1%  0%  99%  22%  0%  78%  

Grade 6  0%  0%  100%  11%  0%  89%  

  

  High Frequency Words  
 

Vocabulary  
 

  
2 Grade  

Levels Below  

1 Grade Level  

Below  

On Grade  

Level  

2 Grade  

Levels Below  

1 Grade Level  

Below  

On Grade  

Level  

Kindergarten  n/a  85%  15%  n/a  53%  47%  

Grade 1  9%  65%  26%  12%  75%  12%  

Grade 2  13%  30%  56%  24%  52%  24%  

Grade 3  8%  0%  92%  27%  28%  45%  

Grade 4  10%  0%  90%  27%  44%  29%  

Grade 5  3%  0%  97%  46%  28%  26%  

Grade 6  0%  0%  100%  35%  33%  32%  
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  Comprehension: Literary  Comprehension: Informational  

  
2 Grade  

Levels Below  

1 Grade Level  

Below  

On Grade  

Level  

2 Grade  

Levels Below  

1 Grade Level  

Below  

On Grade  

Level  

Kindergarten  n/a  32%  68%  n/a  43%  57%  

Grade 1  12%  72%  16%  16%  61%  23%  

Grade 2  18%  52%  30%  24%  44%  32%  

Grade 3  30%  17%  53%  28%  22%  50%  

Grade 4  32%  32%  36%  36%  42%  22%  

Grade 5  40%  28%  32%  47%  29%  24%  

Grade 6  32%  30%  39%  40%  26%  33%  

  

iReady Findings: 

- Weaknesses in phonological awareness improve greatly as grade level increases, but the same is 
not true of phonics.   

- Within the area of phonics, at the early grade levels, we have a significant number of students who 
place one year behind. As we progress through the grade levels, the number of students who are two 
years behind increases dramatically, as does the number of students who are grade level. This 
indicates we may not be intervening early enough with students who are demonstrating moderate 
delays within the area of phonics, putting them at risk for an increased risk for an enlarged gap.   

- Deficits in high frequency words are being remediated as the grade levels increase.  

- Predictably, the number of students experiencing significant difficulties in the areas of Comprehension: Literature and 
Comprehension: Informational increase as we progress through the grade levels.   

Heggerty Phonemic Awareness Assessment  
Kindergarten  

  Meets  Developing  Beginning  

Substituting Words & Syllables  9%  40%  51%  

Isolating Final Sounds in Words  
13%  7%  80%  
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  Meets  Developing  Beginning  

Blending Onset - Rime  
15%  29%  56%  

Segmenting a Word into Onset - Rime  
15%  7%  78%  

Blending Phonemes  20%  31%  49%  

Segmenting a Word into Phonemes  25%  22%  53%  

Onset Fluency  
33%  16%  51%  

Rhyme Production  
58%  13%  29%  

Rhyme Recognition  
60%  38%  2%  

Deleting Words & Syllables  
71%  18%  11%  

Adding Words & Syllables  
87%  11%  2%  

Blending Compound Words & Syllables  96%  4%  0%  

Segmenting Compound Words & Syllables  96%  2%  2%  

  

First Grade  

  Meets  Developing  Beginning  

Adding Phonemes  16%  27%  57%  

Substituting Phonemes  40%  16%  44%  

Isolating Medial Sounds in  

Words  47%  20%  33%  

Deleting Phonemes  55%  16%  29%  

Rhyme Production  60%  16%  24%  
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  Meets  Developing  Beginning  

Segmenting Words into  

Phonemes  75%  15%  10%  

Isolating Final Sounds in Words  77%  10%  13%  

Blending Phonemes  80%  10%  10%  

Segmenting Words into  

Syllables  
86%  7%  7%  

Onset Fluency  91%  7%  2%  

Blending Syllables  96%  2%  2%  

  

Heggerty Findings:  

Based on previous years’ concern with students’ phonological awareness abilities, Triad adopted the 
Heggerty Phonemic Awareness curriculum for the school year 2019 -2020.  The assessment data 
included in this report was taken from the baseline assessments provided within the Heggerty 
curriculum.   

Item Analysis of Phonemic Awareness Skills Assessment:  

Kindergarten  

Data analysis reveal students’ strengths to be adding words and syllables, blending compound words and syllables, 
segmenting compound words and syllables.  Areas of weakness include onset fluency, segmenting a word into phonemes, 
blending phonemes, segmenting a word into onset-rime, blending onset-rime, isolating final sounds in words, and 
substituting words and syllables.   

  

First Grade  

Strengths include blending phonemes, segmenting words into syllables, onset fluency,and blending syllables.  Areas of 
weakness include isolating medial sounds in words, substituting phonemes, and adding phonemes. 

English-Language Arts Ohio State Test  
Percent Proficient  

  Spring 2017  Spring 2018  Spring 2019  

Grade 3  61%  54%  57%  

Grade 4  66%  70%  66%  

Grade 5  64%  62%  70%  

Grade 6  57%  58%  59%  
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Performance on the Grade 3 ELA Test  

 Performance Level Spring 2017 Spring 2018 Spring 2019 

Informational Text 

Below Proficient 33% 21% 25% 

Near Proficient 31% 43% 53% 

Above Proficient 36% 36% 23% 

     

Literary Text 

Below Proficient 30% 21% 19% 

Near Proficient 39% 42% 45% 

Above Proficient 31% 37% 36% 

     

Writing 

Below Proficient 30% 22% 19% 

Near Proficient 44% 46% 45% 

Above Proficient 27% 31% 25% 

 

Performance on the Grade 4 ELA Test  

 Performance Level Spring 2017 Spring 2018 Spring 2019 

Informational Text 

Below Proficient 22% 21% 20% 

Near Proficient 36% 30% 38% 

Above Proficient 42% 49% 42% 

     

Literary Text 

Below Proficient 22% 21% 20% 

Near Proficient 37% 53% 52% 
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 Performance Level Spring 2017 Spring 2018 Spring 2019 

Above Proficient 40% 26% 28% 

     

Writing 

Below Proficient 25% 21% 6% 

Near Proficient 31% 33% 25% 

Above Proficient 43% 46% 69% 

  

Performance on the Grade 5 ELA Test  

 Performance Level Spring 2017 Spring 2018 Spring 2019 

Informational Text 

Below Proficient 16% 14% 21% 

Near Proficient 42% 49% 35% 

Above Proficient 42% 37% 44% 

     

Literary Text 

Below Proficient 23% 19% 14% 

Near Proficient 34% 38% 28% 

Above Proficient 42% 43% 58% 

     

Writing 

Below Proficient 19% 24% 18% 

Near Proficient 28% 35% 25% 

Above Proficient 53% 41% 58% 
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Performance on the Grade 6 ELA Test  

 Performance Level Spring 2017 Spring 2018 Spring 2019 

Informational Text 

Below Proficient 25% 25% 23% 

Near Proficient 43% 32% 26% 

Above Proficient 32% 43% 51% 

     

Literary Text 

Below Proficient 23% 20% 30% 

Near Proficient 32% 39% 34% 

Above Proficient 45% 41% 36% 

     

Writing 

Below Proficient 33% 29% 30% 

Near Proficient 41% 46% 41% 

Above Proficient 26% 25% 30% 

  

ELA Ohio State Test Data Analysis Findings:  

Overall, test scores have not remained consistent over the past three years. In third and fifth grade, 
there was a dip in the overall proficiency score which was followed the next year by an increase in the 
score. Fourth grade saw an increase during the Spring of 2018, which again, was followed by a 
decrease in Spring 2019. This shows us that the instructional decisions we are making each year are 
not positively impacting student success from year-to-year.  

In third grade, writing success has grown over the past three years. In Spring 2017, 30% of third grade students were 
below proficient, 22% in Spring 2018, and in Spring 2019, only 19% of our students were below proficient. This shows us 
that writing instruction has improved over the last few years. Additionally, we are seeing common themes in regard to 
literary text in third grade.  In Spring 2017, 30% of third grade students were below proficient, 21% in Spring 2018, and in 
Spring 2019, only 19% of our students were below proficient in literary text. The above proficient numbers continue to 
increase, as well, with 31% in Spring 2017 and 36% in Spring 2019. Moving forward, our focus in third grade should be on 
improving instruction with informational text. From Spring 2018 to Spring 2019 we increased our number of students in the 
below proficient category by 4% and we decreased our percentage in the above proficient category by 13%.  

In fourth grade, writing stands out as a significant success. In the above proficient category, we have seen a lot of growth 
over the last three years (26% increase). In Spring 2017, 43% of our students were above average in writing, in Spring 
2018, we had 46% and in Spring 2019, we had 69%. This change is due to change in instructional practice and the use of 
writers workshop consistently in all classes. The focus on writers workshop will continue this year. Informational and literary 
text were relatively consistent over the past few years for our  below proficient students. Where we see a change is in 
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regard to how many students we are pushing above the grade level standard. For informational text, in Spring 2018, we 
had 49% in the above proficient category, and in Spring 2019, we had 42%. In literary text, in Spring 2018, we had 26% in 
the above proficient category, and in Spring 2019, we had 28%. Our focus needs to be on continued growth in informational 
text, as well as, a focus on improving opportunities to enrich students in literary text.  

In fifth grade, literary text and writing stand out as strengths. We’ve lessened the number of students in the below category 
from 23% in Spring 2017 to 14% in Spring 2019. Additionally, we have been pretty consistent with our below proficient 
percentages in writing, with 18% in Spring 2019. Both of these areas have significantly higher percentages in the above 
proficient category, with 58% in both writing and literary text. In fifth grade, the focus needs to be in informational text, as 
the number of students in the below proficient category has increased 7% over the past two years.  

Finally, in sixth grade, we are seeing our highest numbers of students in the below proficient category in all three areas, as 
well as, all three years. This shows that our teachers need instruction on the standards at this grade level, which is likely 
due to the change in expectations in the 6-12 grade band. We need to focus on looking at the standard shift from 5th to 6th 
grade to make sure our instruction aligns to change in expectation and rigor. Despite this focus, we also need to focus on 
literary text. From Spring 2018 to Spring 2019, we have seen an increase of 10% in our below proficient category, as well 
as, a decrease of 5% in our above proficient category. A strength in 6th grade is informational text, which has grown 19% 
over the past three years.   

Looking at grades three through six over the past three years, we can identify informational text as a common issue across 
grades three-five. Professional development is needed in this area in terms of best practice regarding instructional 
practices. Additionally, curricular inventories are needed to make sure we have the necessary resources to teach the 
standards regarding informational text. With the high percentage of students in the above proficient category in grade six, 
we can use internal resources to build the capacity of our other teachers and grade levels.  

School Building Report Card Data  
2016-2017  

Achievement Performance 
Indicators 

Met 

Gap 

Closing 

K-3 

Literacy 
Progress 

Overall 

Value 

Added 

Gifted 

Value 

Added 

Students 

in the 

Lowest 

20% 

SWD 

C  C  F  C  C  B  A  C  C  A  

  

2017-2018  

Achievement Performance Indicators 
Met 

Gap 
Closing 

K-3 
Literacy Progress 

Overall 
Value 
Added 

Gifted 
Value 
Added 

Students 
in the 

Lowest 
20% 

SW 

C C F A D B A C C C 

  

2018-2019  

Achievement Performance Indicators 
Met 

Gap 
Closing 

K-3 
Literacy Progress 

Overall 
Value 
Added 

Gifted 
Value 
Added 

Students 
in the 

Lowest 
20% 

SWD 

C C F B D B B B C C 
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Local Report Card Analysis Findings:  

Over a three year span, our weakest areas have been Indicators Met and K-3 Literacy. Another area of concern is SWD 
has decreased within the last two years.  Our strengths include our Overall Value Added and Progress.  Additionally, we 
have seen growth in our Gifted Value Added. Our report card also shows, we are able to assist students in gaining a year's 
growth.  However, they are not meeting indicators.  To assist with our increase in Gifted Value Added, we have 
implemented staff professional development in the area of Gifted Education.  The requirement over the next three years is 
45 hours.   

SECTION 3, PART B: ANALYSIS OF FACTORS CONTRIBUTING TO LOW READING 
ACHIEVEMENT  
Insert an analysis of factors believed to contribute to low reading achievement in the school district.  

• Triad Local Schools is home to many transient students. Students come and go regularly. Due to the high 
percentage of transient students, we see many gaps that need filled. We see more growth and success with our 
students who consistently stay in our district. We need to successfully assess, progress monitor, and provide the 
necessary information to fill gaps when students return to our district.  

• Over the past 22 years, we have had 11 superintendents. Although leadership at the elementary has rained 
consistent, the constant turnover in the superintendent’s office has proven to be an issue district-wide. With new 
superintendents came new vision, focus areas, and initiatives. It has been difficult to grow at the elementary (and 
district as a whole, due to the lack of consistent focus year after year.  

• During the 2016-2017 school year, Triad Elementary joined Literacy Collaborative and began using the literacy 
framework. Although all teachers were given an overview during that school year, the program was not fully 
implemented until the 2019-2020 school year. Our Literacy Coach, who was trained through Ohio State, provided 
professional development each year, however, all components were not fully implemented until this year.  

• Although we believe this program will help us moving forward, it has contributed to low reading achievement in the 
past.  

• Absenteeism. The students who are at risk for experiencing difficulties in reading are often the same students who 
experience high rates of absenteeism.   

• The elementary only has two intervention specialists, neither of which has an aide. This means each intervention 
specialist is covering multiple grade levels, leaving no time for interventions for students who are not yet identified. 
There is one aide at the elementary who only has 2 hours per day at most available for academic interventions.   

• A district-wide assessment committee found STAR to be lacking in its correlation with state standards in the area of 
reading, specifically when it comes to multi-text comparison. The district has now moved to iReady, which does 
have multi-text comparison.   

• We know that many of our students are coming to us from under-enriched environments and many are not 
exposed to preschool before entering kindergarten.   

• Although we are excited about the addition of iReady as our diagnostic, something both iReady and STAR lacked 
was a writing benchmark. Oftentimes, we are going into our writing units not having a sound baseline regarding 
individual and class strengths and weaknesses. Our time and instruction would be more effective if we knew 
exactly where our students were performing in writing.  

• Triad Local Schools is not centered in a specific town. It is a rural area and four villages send their students to our 
district. A lot of our families work and do not have time to support the schools. Additionally, the fact that the villages 
are all spread out makes it difficult to find and acquire transportation to our schools.  

• Although we have just adopted Heggerty as a Tier I phonemic awareness curriculum, district does not currently 
utilize a Tier I phonics program. 
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SECTION 4: LITERACY MISSION AND VISION STATEMENT(S)  
Describe the district’s literacy mission and/or vision statement.  

From birth through graduation, the Triad Local School District, in partnership with the community, is committed to fostering 
a literacy-rich environment balanced across the broad range of learning levels and content areas. We believe that with a 
balanced approach to literacy, all students will be able to read and write widely, think critically and strategically, and 
communicate effectively in a global society.   

To accomplish this, we will focus on incorporating all components of the literacy framework, which include:  

• Reading Workshop including Guided Reading  

• Interactive Read Aloud  

• Shared Reading  

• Writing Workshop   

• Shared & Interactive Writing  

• Word Study  

SECTION 5: MEASURABLE LEARNER PERFORMANCE GOALS  
Describe the measurable learner performance goals addressing learners’ needs (Section 3) that the Reading Achievement 
Plan is designed to support progress toward. The plan may have an overarching goal, as well as subgoals such as grade-
level goals). Goals should be strategic/specific, measurable, ambitious, realistic and time-bound. In addition, goals should 
be inclusive and equitable.   
Overarching Goal:  

By the 2020-2021 Spring Ohio State Test, we will increase the Third Grade Reading proficiency from 57% to 67%.   

Subgoals:  

1. By May 2021, 100% of teachers will utilize a diagnostic assessment to inform instructional decisions based on 
individual student need  

2. By May 2021, 80% of students in grades K-1 will demonstrate on grade level phonological awareness within each 
sub-category by the Phonological Awareness Skills Assessment.  

3. By providing individualized professional development based upon both surveyed and observed teacher needs, the 
integration of phonics instruction will be realized throughout the balanced literacy framework embedded within the 
literacy practice of Triad Elementary staff.  Through qualitative data, such as coaching sessions, principal 
walkthroughs, informal and formal observations, current integration of phonics instruction in each section of the 
balanced literacy framework is 0%.  By 2022, 100% of the literacy teachers will have fully integrated phonics into 
every segment of the balanced literacy framework.   

SECTION 6: ACTION PLAN MAP(S)  
Each action plan map describes how implementation of the Reading Achievement Plan will take place for each specific 
literacy goal the plan is designed to address. For goals specific for grades K-3, at least one action step in each map should 
address supports for students who have Reading Improvement and Monitoring Plans.   
Goal Statement 1: By May 2021, 100% of teachers will utilize a diagnostic assessment to inform instructional decisions 
based on individual student need.  

Evidence-Based Strategy or Strategies:  

  Action Step 1  Action Step 2  Action Step 3  

Implementation Component  Train staff on iReady  Administer the iReady 
diagnostic three times per 
year  

Hold data meetings weekly 
to analyze data and inform 
instructional decisions  

Timeline  August 2019  

October 2019  

September 2019  

January 2020  

Four times monthly from  

September 2019-May 2020  
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  Action Step 1  Action Step 2  Action Step 3  

February 2020  May 2020  

Lead Person(s)  Curriculum Associates  Principal, Curriculum 
Director  

Principal  

Resources Needed  -iReady Access -
Computers (and the 
purchase of addition 
classroom carts; 1 per  

classroom)  

-Testing Schedule  

-Login Information  

-Watchlist   

-Data tracking forms  

Specifics of Implementation  Persons being trained: K-4 
teachers, Title, Literacy 
Coach, intervention 
specialists, Principal, 
Curriculum Director  

Ensure computers are 
available, review absence 
list, acquire substitutes and 
additional supports as 
needed for K-1  

Teachers will meet with 
TBTs weekly, agendas and 
minutes will accurately 
reflect data conversations 
that then determine 
instructional decisions  

Measure of Success  100% attendance at 
training  

100% of all students will 
take each diagnostic  

TBT Agendas and Minutes  

Check-in/Review Date  February 2020/2021  September 2019/2020  

January 2020/2021  

May 2020/2021  

May 2021  

  

Goal Statement 2: 80% of students in grades K-1 will demonstrate on grade level phonological awareness within each sub-
category by the Phonological Awareness Skills Assessment by May 2021.  

Evidence-Based Strategy or Strategies:  

 Action Step 1 Action Step 2 Action Step 3 Action Step 4 

Implementation 

Component 

Training for K-1 
teachers in Heggerty 

Phonemic 
Awareness 

Curriculum 

Training for relevant 
staff members to 
administer the 

Phonemic 
Awareness 

Skills Assessment 

Teachers will 
implement 

Heggerty Phonemic 
Awareness 
Curriculum 

with fidelity 

Analyze the 
effectiveness of the 
Heggerty Phonemic 
Awareness Program 
through the Phonemic 
Awareness Skills 
Assessment and 
make implementation 
and PD plans as 
needed 

Timeline August 2019 

August 2019 

December 2019 

May 2020 

Ongoing starting in 

August 2019 

August 2019 

December 2019 

May 2020 
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 Action Step 1 Action Step 2 Action Step 3 Action Step 4 

Lead Person(s) Literacy Coach 
Literacy Coach 

Title I Teacher 

K-1 teachers and Title 
I staff 

K-1 teachers 

Title I Staff 

Literacy Coach 

Resources Needed 

Heggerty Materials 

PD Time (Sept 6th 
and 

9th) 

Heggerty 
Assessment 

Materials 

Time (10-15 minutes 
daily) 

Heggerty Manuals 

Heggerty Flashcards 
and Letter Charts 

Phonemic Awareness 

Skills Assessment 
Data 

Heggerty Programs 

Materials 

Specifics of 

Implementation 

-Have a PD 
dedicated to training 

-Have a PD 
dedicated to 
assessment training 

Schedules for K-1 
classes will be 
intentionally designed 
to allow for 10-15 
minutes daily. 

Lesson plans will 
reflect implementation 

K-1 teachers, Title I 
staff, and Literacy 
Coach will analyze 
the data 

Based on the data, 
staff will plan future 
instruction and 
needed 

PD 

Measure of Success 
100% of K-1 
teachers and Title I 
staff trained 

LC Coach and Title I 

Teacher trained 

Phonemic Awareness 
Skills Assessment 

Progress Monitoring 
data 

iReady 

Coaching 
walkthroughs 

Phonemic Awareness 
Skills Assessment 
iReady 

 

Check-in/Review Date September 2019 

After Fall, Winter and 

Spring Phonemic 

Awareness Skills 

Assessments 

Weekly TBTs Ongoing 
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Goal Statement 3: By providing individualized professional development based upon both surveyed and observed teacher 
needs, the integration of phonics instruction will be realized throughout the balanced literacy framework embedded within 
the literacy practice of Triad Elementary staff.  Through qualitative data, such as coaching sessions, principal walkthroughs, 
informal and formal observations, current integration of phonics instruction in each section of the balanced literacy 
framework is 0%.  By 2022, 100% of the literacy teachers will have fully integrated phonics into every segment of the 
balanced literacy framework.   

Evidence-Based Strategy or Strategies:  

  Action Step 1  Action Step 2  Action Step 3  

Implementation Component  Train staff in incorporating  

Phonics Lessons/Word 
Study and Word Journeys 
into the literacy framework 
primarily within Word 
Study, Shared  

Reading, and  

Shared/Interactive Writing  

Literacy Coach will conduct 
monthly coaching cycles 
with each K-3 teacher and 
sessions with 
interventionists as needed.  

Literacy Leadership Team 
will analyze student data 
and staff 
survey/assessment to 
decide if further training is 
needed or if a new 
instructional aid/component 
should be investigated   

Timeline  Ongoing starting in Aug 
2019  

Ongoing starting in Aug 
2019  

Aug 2020 - May 2022  

Lead Person(s)  Literacy Coach  

K-3 Teachers including 
interventionists  

Literacy Coach  

K-3 Teachers including 
interventionists  

Literacy Leadership Team  

Resources Needed  Phonics Lessons/Word 
Study by Fountas and 
PInnell  

Word Journeys by Kathy 
Ganske  

Shared Reading and  

Shared/Interactive Writing 
materials from LC training  

Phonics Lessons/Word 
Study by Fountas and 
PInnell  

Word Journeys by Kathy 
Ganske  

Shared Reading and  

Shared/Interactive Writing 
materials from LC training  

Coaching materials 
provided through LC 
training  

iReady, Heggerty, Word 
Journeys, BAS, and state 
assessment student data  

  

Specifics of Implementation  K-3 teachers and 
intervention specialist will 
attend 2 training 
meetings/month during TBT  

Literacy Coach will lead K-3 
teachers through coaching 
sessions at least once each 
month. Intervention 
specials will participate in 
coaching cycles as needed.  

Literacy Leadership Team 
will analyze student data 
and staff/survey 
assessment during monthly 
meetings.   

Measure of Success  Attendance Logs and 
Fidelity  

Observations   

Coaching Logs  Updated Comprehensive  

Literacy Plan  
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  Action Step 1  Action Step 2  Action Step 3  

Completed pacing guide for 
phonics instruction  

Check-in/Review Date  May 2020  May 2020  May 2022  

  
SECTION 7: PLAN FOR MONITORING PROGRESS TOWARD THE LEARNER PERFORMANCE 
GOAL(S)  
Describe how progress toward learner performance goals (Section 5) will be monitored, measured and reported.  
  
Goals  Evidence Monitoring  Plans to Address  

Goal 1: Utilize a diagnostic 
assessment to inform instructional 
decisions based on individual student 
need.  

By administering iReady to students 
three times per year, we will be able to 
make data-driven instructional 
decisions to improve reading success.  

The results of the fall diagnostic will be 
used to pinpoint interventions to be 
addressed on RIMPs, as well as, 
classroom instruction.  

Goal 2:  80% of students in grades K-1 
will demonstrate on grade level 
phonological awareness within each 
sub-category by the Phonological  
Awareness Skills Assessment by May 
2021 

Kindergarten through second grade 
will be using the Heggerty Phonemic 
Awareness curriculum. The 
effectiveness of the students 
understanding of phonological 
awareness will be measured through 
the Phonological Awareness Skills 
Assessment. 

Teachers will analyze data during TBT 
meetings to plan future instruction and 
interventions.  

Goal 3: By providing individualized 
professional development based 
upon both surveyed and observed 
teacher needs, the integration of 
phonics instruction will be realized 
throughout the balanced literacy 
framework embedded within the 
literacy practice of Triad Elementary 
staff.  Through qualitative data, such 
as coaching sessions, principal 
walkthroughs, informal and formal 
observations, current integration of 
phonics instruction in each section of 
the balanced literacy framework is 
0%. By 2022, 100% of the literacy 
teachers will have fully integrated 
phonics into every segment of the 
balanced literacy framework.   

By researching, implementing, and 
evaluating balanced literacy in their 
classroom with an emphasis on 
phonics instruction, we will see growth 
in phonics skills through student 
assessments  

Literacy Leadership Team will use 
student data and staff  
survey/assessment to decide if further 
training training is needed or if a new 
instructional aid/component should be 
investigated.   
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SECTION 8: EXPECTATIONS AND SUPPORTS FOR LEARNERS AND SCHOOLS  
Section 8, Part A: Strategies to Support Learners   
Describe the evidence-based strategies identified in Section 6 that will be used to meet specific learner needs and improve 
instruction. This must include a description of how these evidence-based strategies support learners on Reading 
Improvement and Monitoring Plans. Needing a definitive and effective pathway through which to identify students at risk 
and the appropriate   

The basis for all student learning must take into account not only the generalized 80% of the school population (those for 
whom effective instruction typically works), but also the remaining 20% of the school population for whom tier I instruction is 
not enough.  Typically, 10-15% of that remaining 20% will need strategic intervention while the remaining 5-10% of that 
remaining 20% will need intensive intervention.  While often associated with behavioral expectations this model of 
intervention is best represented by the pyramid below.  In a discussion of reading improvement, equal in importance is the 
attention to the behavioral/executive functions needs of all students, but particularly those for whom reading difficulties are 
present.  Mrs. Margaret Searle, author of What to Do When You Don’t Know What to Do: Building a Pyramid of  
Interventions, reports that if there are learning difficulties for a student, that student will always have executive function  
issues as well.  To have the most effective intervention for such a student, both areas, academic and executive function, 
must be addressed.  

Currently, in addition to the tier I universal design of literacy detailed below, all students’ progress is monitored weekly by 
grade level teacher-based teams (TBT) (i.e. informal and formal common assessments, benchmark assessments three 
times a year, running record results, etc…) bi-monthly by the literacy coach and Title I instructor, and monthly by the 
building principal.  Students who are not identified in the special education realm and in need of additional intervention are 
then referred to the RTI process.  Teachers directly responsible for literacy instruction meet with the RTI team to determine 
what is believed to be the biggest barrier to learning for the child (as seen/interpreted by the child) through a conversation 
known as ‘The 5 Whys’.  From the results of this conversation, a DATA goal is developed:  If we teach (student) to do (what 
we want the student to be able to do), he/she will be able to (results desired/growth desired) in (timeframe).  We will know 
this has been accomplished by (assessment results).  Once the goal is established, the team will look for two to three 
interventions and meet to assign the selected intervention/s to the appropriate person.  The team will select a 4-6 week 
period in which to deliver the intervention/s and then reconvene to determine if the intervention has produced the desired 
growth.   
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The pyramid above details all levels of instruction within the multi-tiered systems of support approach to literacy at Triad 
Elementary School.  
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The flow chart above details the manner in which instruction takes place within the literacy classrooms.  Each teacher has 
received professional development on each instructional component, resulting in a full implementation of these components 
within the 2019-2020 school year.  To ensure the depth of knowledge required by the literacy standards, all teachers have 
been trained in the three domains of the Systems of Strategic Actions represented in the wheel framework below.  Students 
within all aspects of the Comprehensive Literacy Framework are challenged to experience the text through three domains 
of thinking:  thinking WITHIN the text; thinking ABOUT the text; and thinking BEYOND the text.   
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In addition to the tiered approach described above, instructional staff meets with the literacy coach twice a month to 
discuss instructional strategies and receive professional development/coaching to address issues that arise during planning 
and/or instruction and/or the analysis of data/formative assessment results from running records, BAS assessments, and 
iReady on-line instruction and benchmarking results.   

SECTION 8, PART B: Ensuring Effectiveness and Improving Upon Strategies (Strategies to 
Support Adult Implementation)   
Describe how the district will ensure the proposed evidence-based strategies in Section 8, Part A will do the following:  

1. Be effective;   
2. Show progress; and   
3. Improve upon strategies utilized during the two prior consecutive school years.  

In addition to the tiered approach described above, the instructional staff meets in grade level teams with the literacy coach 
twice a month to discuss instructional strategies and receive professional development/coaching to address issues that 
become evident either through the teams’ weekly monitoring/reflection upon instruction through reading and writing 
notebooks and conversations as well as the on-line instruction taking place through iReady reading.   

Also, every grade level team meets with the principal once every four weeks to review the reading progress of all students 
as well as the intervention progress of those students identified as needing tier II and tier III interventions (grade level 
watch lists).  When it is discovered that a student is not making the desired growth, the team will request for the student to 
be placed in the RTI (Response to Intervention) process.  This process, developed by Margaret Searle and detailed in her 
book, What to Do When You Don’t Know What to Do: Building a Pyramid of Interventions, has been explained in detail in 
its current form in section 8, Part A.  *Please note that teacher leaders are currently being trained in a new RTI process that 
will deviate in focus from the process described above.  The current model, which grows out of an evaluation of the deficit/s 
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seen, will be replaced by a process based upon the philosophy of appreciative inquiry where the problem/concern is 
addressed from a strengths-based, positive change approach.  In short, a growth mindset, coupled with the realized 
academic and executive function strengths are the foundation upon which interventions will be determined.  Two teachers 
are currently being trained in this approach.  The strategic professional development plan targets all staff to be trained in 
this approach by the end of the 2022-2023 school year.  Please see appendices A. and B.  

Section 8, Part C: Professional Development Plan  
Insert a professional development plan that supports the evidence-based strategies proposed in the Reading Achievement 
Plan and clearly identifies the instructional staff involved in the professional development.  

  

Subgoal 1: Utilize a diagnostic assessment to inform instructional decisions based on individual student need.  

Evidence-Based Practice or Intervention: Phonological Awareness Instruction  

PD Description  Begin/End 
Date  

Sustained  Intensive  Collaborative  Job-  
Embedded  

Data-
Driven  ClassroomFocused  

(check all that apply for each activity)  

1.Training for K-4 

teachers  

in the iReady 

diagnostic assessment  

August 

2019  

  X  X  X      

2. Training for K-4 

teachers in the iReady 

online instruction  

October 

2019  

X  X  X  X  X  X  

3.Tailored training for 

individual staff 

regarding student data  

February 

2020  

X  X  X  X  X  X  

4.iReady online 

instruction data 

discussions during 

monthly TBT meetings  

August  

2019-May  

2021  

X  X  X  X  X  X  

Resources Required  Outcomes/ Evaluation  

1.Training materials, 

computers  

100% of staff will be training in administering the iReady diagnostic with fidelity.   

2.Individual and grade 

level  
Grade-level staff will review data, make intervention and progress monitoring decisions for at-risk  

data  students (students on RIMPs)  
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Subgoal 2: 80% of students in grades K-1 will demonstrate on grade level phonological awareness within each sub-category by the 
Phonological Awareness Skills Assessment by May 2021.  

Evidence-Based Practice or Intervention:  

PD Description  Begin/End 
Date  

Sustained  Intensive  Collaborative  Job-  
Embedded  

Data-
Driven  ClassroomFocused  

(check all that apply for each activity)  

1.Training for K-2 
teachers in Heggerty 
Phonemic Awareness 
Program   

August  
2019- 
Continuing  

X  X  X  X    X  

2. Training to analyze  
Heggerty Phonemic  
Awareness results  

September  
2019- 
Continuing  

X  X  X  X  X    

Resources Required  Outcomes/ Evaluation  

1.Heggerty Materials  
100% of K-2 teachers, interventionists, and Title 1 staff will be qualified to implement Heggerty Phonemic 
Awareness curriculum.  
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Subgoal 3: By providing individualized professional development based upon both surveyed and observed teacher  needs, the 
integration of phonics instruction will be realized throughout the balanced literacy framework embedded within the literacy practice of 
Triad Elementary staff.  Through qualitative data, such as coaching sessions, principal walkthroughs, informal and formal 
observations, current integration of phonics instruction in each section of the balanced literacy framework is 0%.  By 2022, 100% of 
the literacy teachers will have fully integrated phonics into every segment of the balanced literacy framework.  

Evidence-Based Practice or Intervention:  

PD Description  Begin/ 
End  
Date  

Sustained  Intensive  Collaborative  Job-  
Embedded  

Data-Driven  Classroom-
Focused  

(check all that apply for each activity)  

1. 1. Training for staff in 
Phonics Lessons/Word 
Study and Word Journeys.   

Ongoing 
starting  

Aug  

2019  

X  X  X  X  X  X  

2. Coaching cycles  Ongoing 
starting  

Aug  

2019  

X  X  X  X  X  X  

Resources Required  Outcomes/ Evaluation  

1. Literacy Collaborative 
materials for phonics, 
spelling, shared reading, 
and writing   

100% of K-3 teachers (including intervention specialists) will be trained to incorporate balanced 
literacy in their classroom with emphasis on phonics instruction  

2. Coaching materials 
provided through Literacy 
Collaborative  

100% of K-3 teachers (including intervention specialists) will complete one coaching cycle per 
month  

3. Individual and grade level 
data  

Literacy Leadership Team will review data and make curriculum and professional development 
decisions for phonics instruction.  
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Provide a brief description of how the overall plan for professional development meets the six criteria as delineated by 
ESSA for high-quality professional learning.  

Sustained: Taking place over an extended period; longer than one day or a one-time workshop.  
Training in iReady and Heggerty will be continuous and will not stop once the information has been given. Continuous professional 
development will be provided yearly to meet the needs of the changing classrooms. Additionally, data will be be looked at from 
previous years to identify gaps and plan for the next academic year.  

Intensive: Focused on a discreet concept, practice or program.  
Each of the professional development components will focus on one specific program. Additionally, the professional development will 
be presented at different points throughout the year to allow for gradual implementation of the Reading Achievement Plan.   

Collaborative: Involving multiple educators, educators and coaches, or a set of participants grappling with the same 
concept or practice and in which participants work together to achieve shared understanding.  
All professional learning provided in this plan are centered around collaborative practices. Grade-level and content area teams will 
work through the professional development process together to create a common understanding and execution.  

Job-Embedded: A part of the ongoing, regular work of instruction and related to teaching and learning taking place in real 
time in the teaching and learning environment.  
Both programs discussed in this plan (iReady & Heggerty) will be used in all classrooms (K-2 for Heggerty, K-4 for iReady). Specific 
professional development with these programs will allow TBTs to discuss data in a more meaningful way.   

Data-Driven: Based upon and responsive to real-time information about the needs of participants and their students.  

Data meetings are scheduled weekly to review the information presented in the profession development meetings. Teams will focus 
on students’ growth and they will report to the Building Leadership Team with successes and areas for improvement. The BLT will 
create goals to determine action steps to remedy any underlying issues.  

Instructionally-Focused: Related to the practices taking place in the learning environment during the teaching process.  
The professional development will allow teachers to refine their instructional practice, based off the needs of their students. The 
ability to successfully pinpoint strengths and weaknesses of individual students will allow teachers to create classroom activities that 
are tailored to classroom need. 
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APPENDICES  
You might include a glossary of terms, data summary, key messages, description of program elements, etc., as needed.  

A. Charts to guide inquiry:  Developed by Margaret Searle, provided on her website:  http://www.margaretsearle.com/  

 

  

http://www.margaretsearle.com/
http://www.margaretsearle.com/
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B. Strength-Based charts: Developed by Margaret Searle, provided on her website:  http://www.margaretsearle.com/ 

 

  

http://www.margaretsearle.com/
http://www.margaretsearle.com/
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